
SPLENDID MORITA EQUIVALENCES FOR PRINCIPAL BLOCKS
WITH GENERALISED QUATERNION DEFECT GROUPS

SHIGEO KOSHITANI AND CAROLINE LASSUEUR

Abstract. We prove that splendid Morita equivalences between principal blocks of
finite groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups realised by Scott modules can be lifted to
splendid Morita equivalences between principal blocks of finite groups with generalised
quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups realised by Scott modules.

1. Introduction

The aim of this note is to prove that the knowledge of the equivalence classes of splendid
Morita equivalences for principal blocks with dihedral defect groups is enough to describe
the splendid Morita equivalence classes of principal blocks with generalised quaternion
defect groups, as well as the bimodules realising these equivalences. Our main result is as
follows:

Theorem 1.1. Let G be an arbitrary finite group with a generalized quaternion Sylow
2-subgroup P ∼= Q2n of order 2n with n ≥ 3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 2, and let B0(kG) denote the principal block of kG. Then:

(a)B0(kG) is splendidly Morita equivalent to precisely one of the following principal
blocks:
(1) kQ2n;
(2) B0(k[2.A7]) in case n = 4;
(3) B0(k[SL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that (q − 1)2 = 2n;
(4) B0(k[SL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that (q + 1)2 = 2n;
(5) B0(k[2.PGL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that 2(q − 1)2 = 2n;
(6) B0(k[2.PGL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that 2(q + 1)2 = 2n.

(b) Moreover, the splendid Morita equivalence of Part (a) is realised by the Scott module
Sc(G×H,∆P ), where H is the group listed in the corresponding case (1)–(6).

(c) In particular, if q and q′ are two odd prime powers as in cases (3)–(6) such that
(q − 1)2 = (q′ − 1)2, respectively (q + 1)2 = (q′ + 1)2, then B0(k[SL2(q)]) is splendidly
Morita equivalent to B0(k[SL2(q′)]), respectively B0(k[2.PGL2(q)]) is splendidly Morita
equivalent to B0(k[2.PGL2(q′)]).

This is motivated by Puig’s Finiteness Conjecture (see Thévenaz [Thé95, (38.6) Con-
jecture] for a published version) stating that for a given prime p and a finite p-group P
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there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of interior P -algebras arising as source
algebras of p-blocks of finite groups with defect groups isomorphic to P , or equivalently
that there are only a finite number of splendid Morita equivalence classes of blocks of finite
groups with defect groups isomorphic to P . This obviously strengthens Donovan’s Con-
jecture. However, we emphasise that by contrast to Donovan’s Conjecture, if p is a prime
number, (K,O, k) a p-modular system with k algebraically closed, and Puig’s Finiteness
Conjecture holds over k, then it automatically holds over O, since the bimodules inducing
splendid Morita equivalences are liftable from k to O. The cases where P is either cyclic
[Lin96b] or a Klein-four group [CEKL11] are the only case where this conjecture has been
proved to hold in full generality. Else, under additional assumptions, Puig’s Finiteness
Conjecture has also been proved for several classes of finite groups, as for instance for
p-soluble groups [Pui94], for symmetric groups [Pui94], for alternating groups and the
double covers thereof, for Weyl groups, or for classical groups, see [HK00, HK05] and the
references therein.

We also recall that Erdmann [Erd90] classified blocks of tame representation type up to
Morita equivalence by describing their basic algebras by generators and relations making
intense use of the Auslander-Reiten quiver, but her results are not liftable to O in general
and do not imply that the resulting Morita equivalences are necessarily splendid Morita
equivalences.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated we adopt the following notation and
conventions. All groups considered are assumed to be finite and all modules over finite
group algebras are assumed to be finitely generated right modules.

We denote the dihedral group of order 2n (n ≥ 2) by D2n , the generalised quaternion
group of order 2n (n ≥ 3) by Q2n , and the cyclic group of order m ∈ Z≥0 in multiplicative
notation by Cm. Given an arbitrary finite group G of order divisible by a prime p, we
denote by kG the trivial kG-module, and we write B0(kG) for the principal p-block of kG.

For a subgroup H ≤ G we denote the Scott kG-module with respect to H by Sc(G,H).
By definition Sc(G,H) is, up to isomorphism, the unique indecomposable direct summand
of the induced module kH↑G which contains kG in its top (or equivalently in its socle).
Equivalently, Sc(G,H) is the relative H-projective cover of the trivial module kG.

If N C G is a normal subgroup, then we use the bar notation

Ḡ := G/N and ḡ := gN for g ∈ G

to denote the corresponding quotient and its elements. Moreover, if M is a kG-module
such that N ≤ kerM , then M becomes a kḠ-module via m ḡ := mg for each g ∈ G and
each m ∈M , and MkG is indecomposable if and only if MkḠ is indecomposable. Moreover,

M ⊗kG kḠ ∼= M

as right kḠ-modules, canonically via the map m⊗kG ḡ 7→ mḡ for all m ∈ M , g ∈ G. We
denote by π : G � Ḡ the canonical homomorphism, and extended it by k-linearity to
π : kG� kḠ. Then for a block A of kG, we write Ā := π(A), which, in general, is not a
block but a certain direct sums of blocks of kḠ.

If A and B are block algebras of finite groups G and H and M is an indecompos-
able (A,B)-bimodule inducing a Morita equivalence between A and B, then we see M
as a right k[G × H]-module via the right G × H-action m · (g, h) := g−1mh for all
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m ∈ M, g ∈ G, h ∈ H. For further terminology and notation, we refer the reader to our
previous paper [KL17].

We will rely on the following classification of principal blocks of groups with dihedral Sylow
2-subgroups, up to splendid Morita equivalence, also commonly called Puig equivalences :

Theorem 2.1 ([CEKL11] and [KL17]). Let G be an arbitrary finite group with a dihedral
Sylow 2-subgroup P = D2n of order 2n with n ≥ 2. Then:

(a) B0(kG) is splendidly Morita equivalent to precisely one of the following principal
blocks:
(1) kD2n;
(2) B0(kA7) in case n = 3;
(3) B0(k[PSL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that (q − 1)2 = 2n;
(4) B0(k[PSL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that (q + 1)2 = 2n;
(5) B0(k[PGL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that 2(q − 1)2 = 2n;
(6) B0(k[PGL2(q)]), where q is a fixed odd prime power such that 2(q + 1)2 = 2n.

(b) The splendid Morita equivalence of (a) is realised by the Scott module Sc(G×H,∆P ),
where H is the group listed in the corresponding case (1)–(6).

(c) If q and q′ are two odd prime powers as in (3)-(6) such that either (q − 1)2 =
(q′ − 1)2 (Cases (3) and (5)), respectively (q + 1)2 = (q′ + 1)2 (Cases (4) and (6)),
then B0(k[PSL2(q)]) is splendidly Morita equivalent to B0(k[PSL2(q′)]), respectively
B0(k[PGL2(q)]) is splendidly Morita equivalent to B0(k[PGL2(q′)]).

In [KL17] the proof the statement for n ≥ 3 partly relies on the Brauer indecomposabil-
ity of the Scott module Sc(G×H,∆P ) inducing the splendid Morita equivalence. Passing
to generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup we won’t need to use arguments involving
Brauer indecomposability, however we note that the other way around a Scott module
realising a splendid Morita equivalence is necessarily Brauer indecomposable.

Lemma 2.2. Let G and H be two arbitrary finite groups with a common Sylow p-
subgroup P . If B0(kG) and B0(kH) are splendidly Morita equivalent via the Scott module
Sc(G ×H, ∆P ), then Sc(G ×H, ∆P ) is Brauer indecomposable. In particular the Scott
module Sc(G×H, ∆P ) in Theorem 1.1(b) is Brauer indecomposable.

Proof. Set M := Sc(G × H, ∆P ), B := B0(kG) and b := B0(kH). By definition of
the Brauer indecomposability [KKM11, Section 1], we have to prove that the kCG(Q)-

module M(Q) ↓NG(Q)
CG(Q) is indecomposable or zero for each p-subgroup Q ≤ G. Now, by

the assumption M induces a Morita equivalence and hence induces a stable equivalence
of Morita type between B0(kG) and B0(kH). Thus, by a result of Broué and Rouquier
(see [KL17, Lemma 4.1]) M(∆Q) induces a Morita equivalence between B0(kCG(Q)) and
B0(kCH(Q)) for any non-trivial subgroup Q ≤ P . But since blocks are indecomposable as
k-algebras, M(∆Q) has to be indecomposable as (B0(kCG(Q)), B0(kCH(Q)))-bimodule,
hence as k(CG×H(∆Q))-module. Finally, it is obvious that M(∆〈1〉) = M , so that M
itself is indecomposable as CG×H(∆〈1〉)-module since CG×H(∆〈1〉) = G ×H. The claim
follows. �

Furthermore, we will use the following well-known properties of group cohomology. We
sketch their proofs for completeness.
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Lemma 2.3. Let G be a finite group, and let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let C2 be the
cyclic group of order 2, which we see as both a trivial G-module and a trivial P -module.
Then restriction in cohomology

resGP : H2(G,C2) −→ H2(P,C2)

is an injective group homomorphism.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that post-composition with the transfer is mul-
tiplication by the index |G : P |, which is an isomorphism as |G : P | is prime to 2 and 2
annihilates H2(G,C2). �

Lemma 2.4. Let n ≥ 3 be an integer. The following hold:

(a) If C2 denotes the cyclic group of order 2, seen as a trivial kD2n−1-module, then
H2(D2n−1 , C2) ∼= (Z/2)3.

(b) There is a unique isomorphism class of central extensions

1 −→ C2 −→ P −→ D2n−1 −→ 1

such that P ∼= Q2n.

Proof.

(a) The cohomological Universal Coefficient Theorem yields

H2(D2n−1 , C2) ∼= HomZ(M2(D2n−1),Z/2)⊕ Ext1
Z(D2n−1/[D2n−1 , D2n−1 ],Z/2) ,

where M2(D2n−1) ∼= Z/2 is the Schur multiplier of D2n−1 and D2n−1/[D2n−1 , D2n−1 ] ∼=
Z/2× Z/2 is the abelianisation of D2n−1 . Hence H2(D2n−1 , C2) ∼= (Z/2)3.

(b) The isomorphism classes of central extensions of the form

1 −→ C2 −→ P −→ D2n−1 −→ 1 .

are in bijection with H2(D2n−1 , C2), hence by (a) there are 8 isomorphism classes of

such extensions. Since a presentation of D2n−1 is 〈ρ, σ | ρ2 = 1 = σ2, (ρσ)2n−2
= 1〉,

obviously P admits a presentation of the form

〈r, s, t | rt = tr, st = ts, t2 = 1, r2 = ta, s2 = tb, (rs)2n−2

= tc〉, a, b, c ∈ {0, 1} .

Letting a, b, c vary, we obtain the following groups P :
(i) The case a = b = c = 0 gives the direct product C2 ×D2n−1 .
(ii) The case a = b = 0, c = 1 gives the dihedral group D2n .

(iii) The cases a = c = 0, b = 1 and b = c = 0, a = 1 give the group (C2n−2 ×C2) : C2.
(iv) The cases a = 0, b = c = 1 and b = 0, a = c = 1 both give the semi-dihedral

group SD2n of order 2n.
(v) The case c = 0, a = b = 1 gives the group C2n−2 : C4.

(vi) The case a = b = c = 1 gives the generalised quaternion group Q2n .

If n ≥ 4, the groups in cases (i)-(vi) are pairwise non-isomorphic. If n = 3 the above
holds as well, but the groups in (ii) and (iii) are all isomorphic to D8, and the groups
in (iv) and (v) are all isomorphic to C2 × C4. The claim follows.

�
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3. Lifting splendid Morita equivalences from a central quotient

Although our aim is to treat blocks with generalised quaternion defect groups. We first
present some results that hold for an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic
p > 0 and principal blocks with arbitrary defect groups. Throughout this section, we as-
sume that G and H are two arbitrary finite groups, we let P denote a common p-subgroup
of G and H. Furthermore, given a subgroup Z of P which is normal in both G and H,
we use the bar notation with Ḡ := G/Z, H̄ := H/Z and P̄ := P/Z.

Lemma 3.1.

(a) Let Q ≤ G be an arbitrary subgroup, let Z ≤ Z(G) ∩ Q and set Q̄ := Q/Z and
Ḡ := G/Z. Then

Sc(G,Q)⊗kG kḠ ∼= Sc(Ḡ, Q̄)

as right kḠ-modules.

(b) Let Z ≤ P such that Z ≤ Z(G) ∩ Z(H). Then

kḠ⊗kG Sc(G×H,∆P )⊗kH kH̄ ∼= Sc(Ḡ× H̄,∆P̄ )

as right k(Ḡ× H̄)-modules.

Proof.

(a) Set M := Sc(G,Q). Clearly Z ≤ ker(kQ↑G), hence Z ≤ kerM as well, since by
definition M | kQ↑G. Hence M may be considered as a kḠ-module, and in fact
M ∼= M ⊗kG kḠ is indecomposable as a kḠ-module. Since M | kQ↑G, it follows that

MkḠ
∼= M ⊗kG kḠ

∣∣∣ kQ↑G ⊗kG kḠ = kQ ⊗kQ kG⊗kG kḠ

∼= kQ ⊗kQ kḠ

∼= kQ̄ ⊗kQ̄ kḠ = kQ̄↑Ḡ.

Hence Sc(Ḡ, Q̄) ∼= M ⊗kG kḠ, since M is indecomposable as a kG-module, and thus
also as a kḠ-module.

(b) Since

kḠ⊗kG Sc(G×H, ∆P )⊗kH kH̄ ∼= Sc(G×H, ∆P )⊗k(G×H) k(Ḡ× H̄)

as right k(Ḡ× H̄)-modules, the assertion follows from (a).

�

Lemma 3.2 ([Rou98, Lemma 10.2.11]). Assume Z is a subgroup of P such that Z C G
and Z C H, and let A and B be blocks of kG and kH, respectively. Let M be an
indecomposable (kG, kH)-bimodule, which is a trivial source module with vertex ∆P when
regarded as a right k(G×H)-module. Set M̄ := kḠ⊗kG M ⊗kH kH̄. Then the following
are equivalent:

(i) M induces a Morita equivalence between the blocks A and B;
(ii) M̄ induces a Morita equivalence between Ā and B̄.

Note that in this lemma Ā and B̄ are not necessarily blocks of kḠ and kH̄, but sums of
blocks.
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Proof. Apply [Rou98, Lemma 10.2.11] with Z =: R, A =: OGe, B =: OHf , Ā =: OḠē,
B̄ =: OH̄f̄ , M =: C, M̄ =: C̄, ∆P =: Q, and replace “a Rickard complex” with “a
bimodule inducing the Morita equivalence”. Then, we see that

∆P ∩ ({1} ×H) = ∆P ∩ (G× {1}) = {1}

and

Z × Z ≤ (Z × {1})∆P = ({1} × Z)∆P ,

since (z, z′) = (zz′−1, 1)(z′, z′), (z, z′) = (1, z′z−1)(z, z) and (z, 1)(u, u) = (1, z−1)(zu, zu)
for all z, z′ ∈ Z and all u ∈ P . The claim follows. �

Proposition 3.3. Assume Z ≤ P such that Z ≤ Z(G) ∩ Z(H). Let A and B be blocks
of kG and kH, respectively. Let M be an indecomposable (A,B)-bimodule, which is a
trivial source module with vertex ∆P when regarded as a right k(G × H)-module. Set
M̄ := kḠ⊗kG M ⊗kH kH̄. Then:

(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) M induces a Morita equivalence between the blocks A and B.

(ii) M̄ induces a Morita equivalence between the blocks Ā and B̄.

(b) In particular, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Sc(G×H,∆P ) induces a Morita equivalence between B0(kG) and B0(kH).

(ii) Sc(Ḡ× H̄,∆P̄ ) induces a Morita equivalence between B0(kḠ) and B0(kH̄).

Proof.

(a) First, we note that Ā and B̄ are indeed blocks of kḠ and kH̄, respectively, because
Z ≤ Z(G) ∩ Z(H). See [NT89, Chapter 5, Theorems 8.10 and 8.11]. Thus, the claim
follows directly from Lemma 3.2.

(b) We have B0(kG) = B0(kḠ), respectively B0(kH) = B0(kH̄), and by Lemma 3.1(b),

Sc(G×H,∆P ) = Sc(Ḡ× H̄,∆P̄ ). Therefore the claim is straightforward from (a).

�

Remark 3.4. We note that a weaker version of Theorem 3.3(a) was used in [UN03,
Section 3.5] in the context of Broué’s abelian defect group conjecture in characteristic 3
for the group SU(3, q2) with q ≡ 2 or 5 (mod 9). Moreover, Theorem 3.3(b) generalises
a previous result [KK05, Theorem] by the first author and Kunugi in the special case of
principal blocks.

4. Proof of the main results

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since we are working with principal 2-blocks, we may assume that
O2′(G) = 1. Thus it follows from the Brauer-Suzuki Theorem [Bra64, Theorem 2] that
the centre Z := Z(G) of G is cyclic of order 2. Hence P̄ := P/Z ∼= D2n−1 is a Sylow
2-subgroup of Ḡ := G/Z.

By Proposition 3.3(b), the splendid Morita equivalences of Theorem 2.1 between prin-
cipal blocks with dihedral defect groups can be lifted to splendid Morita equivalences
between principal blocks with generalised quaternion defect groups. Therefore, we need
to describe all group extensions of the form

1 −→ Z −→ G −→ Ḡ −→ 1 ,
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where Ḡ is one of the groups occurring in Theorem 2.1(a),(1)–(6) and such that a Sylow 2-
subgroup of G is generalised quaternion, that is such that we have a commutative diagram
of the following form:

1 // Z // G
can // Ḡ // 1

1 // Z // P = Q2n
can //

?�

OO

P̄ = D2n−1 //
?�

OO

1

By Lemma 2.3, the restriction map

resḠP̄ : H2(Ḡ, C2) −→ H2(P̄ , C2)

is injective, and by Lemma 2.4, there is a unique class of 2-cocycles in H2(D2n−1 , C2) ∼=
(Z/2)3 such that the middle term of the corresponding extension is isomorphic to Q2n .
Therefore, there can be at most one class of 2-cocycles in H2(Ḡ, C2) corresponding to a
group extension where the middle term has a generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup.
Thus, we can now go through the list (1)–(6) in Theorem 2.1: If Ḡ = D2n−1 , then G = Q2n .
If n = 4 and Ḡ = A7, then G = 2.A7 has a generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup. If
Ḡ = PSL2(q) with q is an odd prime power such that (q ± 1)2 = 2n−1, then SL2(q) has a
generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup. If Ḡ = PGL2(q) with q is an odd prime power
such that (q±1)2 = 2n−1, then 2.PGL2(q) has a generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup.
This proves (a).

Part (b) and Part (c) are then also straightforward from Theorem 2.1(b) and (c) to-
gether with Proposition 3.3(b). �
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